
Methods To Run A Minecraft Server On AWS For Lower Than
3 US$ A Month
 

During the first weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic, back in april 2020 my son ask me to

construct a Minecraft server so as to play on the same world along with his school good

friend. After checking some accessible services (yeah not so expensive lastly), I have chosen

to build a server on a EC2 occasion. This article will explain you the best way to optimize the

price , based on the utilization!
 

Some Tools Used within the Article
 

AWS
 

I want to rely only on AWS companies as I need to increase my information on this massive

cloud providing. There may be all the time one service you don't know ! In this specific

instance I will use the next providers:
 

- EC2 (digital servers in the cloud) 

- Lambda (serverless functions) 

- Simple Electronic mail Service (Email Sending and Receiving Service)
 

Minecraft is a well-liked sandbox video-recreation. On this case I'll deal with the Minecraft

Java Version, as a result of the server version is operating effectively on Linux server, and

my son is operating a laptop on Debian.
 

Global Architecture of the solution
 

The first month working the server, I noticed that my son is using it a few hours every day,

after which the server was idle. It's constructed on a EC2 t2.small with a eight GB disk so I've

a month-to-month price of about 18 US$. Not quite ALICEPOPKORN.DE however I used to

be thinking that there's room for enchancment! The main a part of the associated fee is the

EC2 compute cost (~17 US$) and I do know that it's not used 100% of the time. The

worldwide concept is to start out the server only when my son is using it, but he does not

have entry to my AWS Console so I have to discover a candy solution!
 

Here is the varied blocks used:
 

- an EC2 occasion, the Minecraft server 

- use SES (Simple Electronic mail Service) to receive e-mail, and trigger a Lambda function 

- one Lambda function to start out the server 

- one Lambda operate to cease the server
 

And that's it. My son is utilizing it this way:
 

- send an e-mail to a particular and secret e-mail tackle, this can start the instance 

https://alicepopkorn.de/


- after 8h the occasion is shutdown by the lambda operate (I estimate that my son must not

play on Minecraft more than 8h straight )
 

Let's Build it Collectively
 

Build the EC2 Instance
 

That is the preliminary half, you should create a new EC2 occasion. From the EC2

dashboard, click on Launch Instance and choose the Amazon Linux 2 AMI with the x86

option.
 

Next you could select the Instance Sort. I recommend you the t2.small for Minecraft. You'll in

a position to change it after the creation.
 

Click on Next: Configure Instance Details to continue the configuration. Keep the default

settings, and the default dimension for the disk (eight GB) as it is sufficient.
 

For the tag display I typically provide a name (it's then displayed on EC2 occasion list) and a

costcenter (I exploit it for cost management later).
 

For the security Group, it the equivalent of a firewall on EC2 and you have to configure which

port shall be accessible from internet in your server. I add SSH port and the Minecraft port

(25565) such as you see on the next display screen:
 

Then to start out the instance you will need to select or create a key pair. It is necessary and

allow then to connect remotely to your EC2 instance. In my case I'm utilizing an present key

pair however should you create a brand new key do not forget to download in your laptop the

non-public key file.
 

Sure my key is named caroline. Why not?
 

Then you must connect your instance via SSH, I like to recommend this information if you

need assistance. Basically you must run this type of command:
 

The general public-ipv4 is obtainable in the occasion record:
 

You first need java. As newer construct of minecraft (since 1.17) are operating only on Java

17, I like to recommend to use Corretto (the Amazon Java model):
 

You will need to have something like:
 

Thanks @mudhen459 for the analysis on this java issue ;)
 

And that i desire a dedicated person:
 



To install Minecraft you possibly can depend on the Minecraft server page right here.
 

For example for the model 1.17.1 I can run the following:
 

 Warning concerning Java version: 

It appears that evidently starting with Minecraft 1.17, it require now a Java JRE 16 (as an

alternative of Java JRE 8). 

This site is providing you with hyperlinks to download older Minecraft versions if needed.
 

I've created a little bit service to avoid start manually the server. I need the Minecraft course

of to start out as soon as I begin the server.
 

To do this I have created a file under /etc/systemd/system/minecraft.service with the next

content material:
 

Then advise the new service by the next:
 

More data on systemd right here.
 

Now in the event you restart the EC2 instance a Minecraft server should be out there! You

can examine  this first step!
 

I am not speaking of the truth that the IPv4 is dynamic by default. I like to recommend to

setup an static Elastic IP for this server (here!) with a purpose to get a static IP.
 

Build the beginning State of affairs
 

Let's first create our Lambda perform. Go into Lambda, and click on on Create perform to

build a new one. Name it mc_begin and use a Node.js 14.x or extra runtime.
 

Then you definitely should have one of these display:
 

- add an environnement variable named Occasion_ID with the worth that correspond to the

Occasion Id of your Minecraft server (one thing like i-031fdf9c3bafd7a34). 

- the position permissions should include the fitting to start out our EC2 occasion like this:
 

In Simple Email Service, it is time to create a new Rule Set in the email Receiving part:
 

Click on on Create rule inside default-rule-set. Take word that the email Receiving function is

barely obtainable as we speak in three regions: us-east-1, us-west-2 and eu-west-1 (supply

here).
 

If SES is receiving an e-mail on this specific identity:
 

It invoke a Lambda operate:



 

You will need to add the area to the Verified identities to make this work. It's also necessary

to publish an MX entry with a purpose to declare SES as the email receiver for a specific

area or subdomain (more info right here).
 

Build the Stop Situation
 

This time we want to cease the instance after 8h. It is a easy Lambda operate.
 

Let's first create our Lambda operate. Go into Lambda, and click on on Create function to

build a new one. Title it mc_shutdown and use a Node.js 14.x or more runtime.
 

Change the content material of index.js file with the following:
 

In Configuration, set the next:
 

- add an environnement variable named Occasion_ID with the value that correspond to the

Instance Id of your Minecraft server (one thing like i-031fdf9c3bafd7a34). 

- add an environnement variable named MAX_HOURS with the worth that correspond to

variety of hours allowed after startup, like eight for eight hours). 

- the function permissions should embrace the right to start out our EC2 occasion like this:
 

We add a trigger to fireplace the task each 20 minutes:
 

Hurray the configuration is done !
 

This setup is working nicely right here, my son is comfortable as a result of he start himself

the occasion when he want. I'm glad as a result of it cut back too much the price of this

service. On the final 3 months I see that the EC2 Compute value for this server is less than 1

US$  (around 17 US$ before the optimization) so 95% inexpensive !
 

Presently the configuration is made manually within the console, I might love to spend some

time to change that one day, using for example the CDK toolkit.
 

It is also in all probability possible to handle the storage of the Minecraft world on S3 as a

substitute of the Occasion EBS disk (some $$ to save right here, but not a lot).
 

It was a really enjoyable mission to construct utilizing multiple AWS services! Do you see

other usages of dynamically boot EC2 cases using Lambda functions? Let me know in the

feedback!


